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The Chinese American Real Estate Association (CAREA)
stands with Asian American communities
San Jose, CA, March 22, 2021 - CAREA recognizes that ALL forms of discrimination, whether
based on faith, race, gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity or national origin, undermines our
fundamental right to succeed in our chosen careers and participate fully and equally as
Americans.
For these reasons, we are deeply saddened, horrified and outraged by the despicable killings in
the Bay Area and Atlanta, and by the recent surge during the pandemic of hate crimes and
racial attacks directed to our Asian American brothers and sisters across the country. As a
community-based organization, we feel it is imperative for us to unequivocally condemn all antiAsian slurs and prejudice. At CAREA, we too experience personally the devastating emotional
toll and trauma caused by anti-Asian hatred. In solidarity we express our heartfelt support for all
of our Asian American associates and colleagues.
In this time of increased risk of crime and hatred directed to us, we urge everyone to be extra
vigilant in ensuring our own personal safety, to support each other in combating racism, and be
courageous in reporting hate crimes whether as victim or eyewitness to law enforcement, and
StopAAPIHate.org.
Finally, please join CAREA Board members in making a charitable donation to
StopAAPIHate.org to empower this well-established and respected organization in advocating
and fighting for justice for all Asian Americans.
About CAREA
The Chinese American Real Estate Association (CAREA) is a non-profit tax-exempt 501(C)(6)
organization established to promote the social and economic well-being of our associates and
further the professional image of Chinese-Americans who are engaged in the field of real estate.
CAREA’s mission includes instilling higher business standards and methods, encouraging
cooperation, and sharing services, encompassing not only real estate licensees, but also
affiliates such as escrow or title officers, underwriters, lenders, insurance brokers, and interior
and construction design professionals.

